ABSTRACT. It is shown that a product of several copies oiM/y) is a universal ¿-nuclear space if the power series space A(/r) with /% =
under the formation of subspaces, separated quotients, arbitrary products, and isomorphic images. They showed that each variety ¡3 generated by a single locally convex space has a universal generator, i.e. L contains a locally convex space E such that each locally convex space F e U is isomorphic to a subspace of a product of copies of E. For the variety 71 of nuclear spaces Kömura and Kömura [7] proved that the Fréchet space s of rapidly decreasing sequences is a universal generator. In [ As a special case he obtained Martineau's result [8] that the strong dual is), of the Frechet space s is a universal generator for the variety Jl of s-nuclear spaces.
In this paper we describe concrete universal generators for the variety Jl, of r^-nuclear spaces where cp: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) is a continuous, strictly increasing, subadditive function with cpiO) = 0 (cf. [13] ). Generalizing a result of Kömura and Kömura [7] we obtain the power series space Mß ) with /3* = -log icf>~ il/\Jk + l)), k e N0, as a universal generator for the variety TL^ , if A(/3* ) is (/»-nuclear; for <ppit) = t , 0 < p < 1, we get the power series space s.
For functions cp with the additional property that lim sup " icpit))~ lcpi^Jt) < oo -this especially implies that the power series space Aiß'*') is not (/»-nuclearwe obtain a result similar to the case of A( a)-nuclear spaces; it is shown that in this case the sequence space A(/^) is a universal generator for ÎI^.
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B. ROSENBERGER 2. Notation and terminology.
2.1. For terminology not explained here see [5] or [lO] . Let E always be a locally convex Hausdorff space; we denote by U(E) a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 (neighbourhood base at 0) consisting of closed, absolutely convex, and absorbing neighbourhoods of 0. Given U £ UXE), let py be the corresponding seminorm defined by pyix) = inf \a > 0: U £ aU\. We shall consider the linear space EÍU) := E/ker py normed by py, and the completion EiU) of EiU). Given two neighbourhoods of 0, U, V £ 11(E) with V C aU for some a > 0 (written V < U), the canonical map EÍV, U) is the linear map of E(v) onto EiU) which associates the element xiU) to the equivalence class xiV); E(V, U) is continuous, and EiV, U) is its unique continuous extension to the completions.
2.2. For two subsets A, fl C E with A C aB for some a > 0 (written A < B)
and for a subspace E CE with dim F < tí, we define equivalence classes v(U) (resp. u(U)) with v £ V (resp. u £ U) in E(U).
2-3. Let Íd(E) be the set of all closed, absolutely convex, and bounded subsets of E. For B £ 5j(E), we consider the normed linear space E(B) := \x £ E:
x £ aB for some a > 0} with the norm pB defined by pB(x) := inf \a>Q:x € aB].
Since for A e S(E) and U £ u(E) we have A < U, the canonical map EÍA, U) oí EiA) into EiU) is defined by EiA, U)x = xiU) for x £ EÍA). For two subsets A, B £ $(E) with A <B, the canonical map EiA, B) of EiA) into EÍB) is defined by EiA, B)x = x tot x £ EiA). EiA, B) again is linear and continuous. The strong dual [E({/)1 of the Banach space EiU) can be identified with the Banach space E'(t7°), where U° is the polar of U £ 11(E).
2.4. Let P be a set of scalar sequences p = {p \ £(. such that (i) p > 0 for each 72 £ NQ, (ii) for each nfN. there exists a sequence p £ P such that pn > 0, and (iii) for each sequence p £ P and each a £ P there exists a sequence T e P such that sup \a , p \<r fot each 72 e N.. We define the sequence space A(P) by A(P) := {i = {^|JkeM(j : pp(£) = f \£k\pk < ~ for each p £ p} .
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The seminorms pp, p e P, define a Hausdorff, locally convex topology on A(P), A(P) is complete.
A special class of sequence spaces which we shall consider will be the power series spaces (of infinite type). Let P be a set of sequences \p \/¿£ff with 0 < p < oo, where a = laJieNn 1S a se1uence sucn tnat ^Sao-ai-a2-'"'
The sequence space A(P) obtained from this set P is called the power series space A(a). A(a) is provided with the topology generated by the seminorms pm(0=£~=o l^l"2"*' meN = {l,2,...\. The case afc = log (* + 1), k e Nn, gives the space s of rapidly decreasing sequences. Examples.
(i) tp it) = tp for t e [0, oo), 0 < p < 1.
Í0 for t = 0, A more compact way of characterizing the relation l± C /,/, is to say lim sup/_0 ip(t)/cp(t) < oo.
We also need the following generalization of the Holder inequality. (here we may assume that the series do not vanish), we find that < max J1; p-M ¿, 0lf m j <¿»(cj£) + max jl ¡fl 2-#1^) ]<Wfc
for i e N. On the other hand we obtain the following inequality:
where MQ := min |C > 1: C(£~=1 ^))1/" (2~a, t^*))17* > I}. The following characterization of ^-nuclear spaces can be found in [13, 1.13].
Theorem 3.4. TAe following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) There exists a fundamental system 11(E) of neighbourhoods in E which bas the property that ¡or ea^hU £ "11(E) there exists a V £ 11(E) with V < U such that the canonical map E(V, U) of Ë(V) into É(U) is q>-nuclear.
(iii) There exists a fundamental system 11(E) which has the property that for each U £ 11(E) ¿Aere exists a V £ U(E) with V < U such that the canonical map of E'(U°) into E'(V°) is cp-nuclear.
(iv) EacA fundamental system 11(E) Aas properties (ii) aT2zi (iii).
Remark. Since each <p-nuclear space E, <?S £ $, is nuclear, the fundamental system UH(E) can be chosen in such a way that E(U) and E'(U ), U e HH(E), Proof. Since the variety K of nuclear spaces is singly generated and since a subvariety of a singly generated variety is again singly generated [3, Corollary 2.8], the variety 71 j is singly generated for each cp e <J>. 71 ^ therefore has a universal generator [3, Theorem 2.11 ].
A deep result of Kömura and Kömura [7] says that the Frechet space s of rapidly decreasing sequences is a universal generator for the variety 71 of nuclear spaces.
Modifying the proof of this theorem of Kömura and Kömura we show that the power series space A(/S*) with ßf = -log icp~1il/\/k + 1)), k e Nn, is a universal generator for the variety Tlu, if A(ß<f>) is ^»-nuclear. (ii) A(j8*) is »ac/ear. By an easy computation we get the inequality (i + "l)Ccp-lil/JÏTT))n+2 < icp-l(l/\fT7ï))n so that a.{<p-Hl/y/îTïl)-n e pp +2V +2 for i > n2 where a. := pii + l)e. and p = n/\/6. Thus the set G = {a.icp~ il/\Ji + l))~": i e N0! is equicontinuous.
It remains to prove that the polar U is contained in the closed absolutely convex hull of izz.: i e NQ1. An element a e U can be written in the form oo oo a = 52 ia> ePe,-= 22 (fl> e!)p~lii + l)~la.
where S°°=n \ia, e.)\2 < 1. With y{ := p_1(z + l)"lU e.) we obtain
ÊinJ^ËK-pif^Ê-L-)"2-. Corollary. // for cp £ $ /Ae power series space A(/3*') zs cp-nuclear then A(/3^) is a universal generator for the variety %. of cp-nuclear spaces.
The corollary to Theorem 4.7 describes a universal generator for the variety 5Ij in case AijS*1) is (¿-nuclear. It is therefore natural to ask for a concrete , universal generator for the variety 71 , if AijS*) is not (¿-nuclear.
Martineau [8] states that is)' is a universal generator for the variety 31 of all s-nuclear spaces where s is the space of rapidly decreasing sequences.
Dubins'ky and Ramanujan [4] (ii) lim sup^g icpiilY^cpisJt) < oo.
(iii) For each p > 0, lim sup^0 icpit))-lcpitp) < oo.
Proof. (i)=»(ii).
Suppose lim sup^0 (cp{t))~lcpiy/t) = oo; then by Lemma 3.1. /,£ £ z*0 0<£^ where (¿ o<¿j e $ with (¿ °(¿wM = cpi\ft). On the other hand, since NjAl is (¿-nuclear, we have that for each sequence çf € /t there exists a sequence r\ e I, and a sequence z¿ e z*t such that cf^ < 77^ for k e Nn [137 • By the Holder inequality (Theorem 3-3) we therefore have l¡ = /j,0<^i^.
(ii) -* (iii). It is easily seen that (iii) is true for p > M. So let be 0 < p < Vi.
We may choose m e N such that p2m > 1. From <¿(/1/2,*)_fi <¿0I/2*) <¿(í) fc.l 0(íl/2*-1) it easily follows that lim supt " (qb(l))~ 1cp(t1^2"') < oo and therefore limsup^0(rp(/))-1fp(i")<oo.
(iii) =» (ii). Trivial.
(ii) =»(i) is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and [13, Satz 3.3] .
•In the sequel we denote by 0>w the class of functions <p e q> having property
(ii) in Lemma 4.8.
Remark. If A(ß'*') is <p-nuclear then, by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.8, <p i <bw. it is easily seen that K~ ÍW.) O ECU., i.e., K is continuous.
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have
Corollary. The sequence space Ail, ) is a universal generator for the variety ÎTj of cp, -nuclear spaces where r¿, e í> is given in 2.6iExample (ii)).
The following theorem gives an idea how functions r¿ e $w can be generated by a given function <¿ e <t>w. for 0 < i < e, i.e. t/r e $",.
The following example shows that in addition to the trivial cases cp. e $, 0 < p < 1, there are functions cp e $ such that (¿ ^ í1^.
Example. Take the example (iii) in 2.6. Thus by 2.6 it remains to prove that cp is subadditive. ((¿(/»-'(¿(Vf") = 2*z,fc(log l/t)-kall(log l/t)k = 2* and therefore lim^g icpit))~lcpi\/t) = », i.e. í¿ i Q>w.
